
CCPL RANGE COMMANDS 
 

How to use these commands: 
 All Black Text is Spoken by Range Officer 
 All Red Text is not spoken and tells the Range Officer what to do 
 All Blue Text is a Jump down to a new line with the exact Words 
 All Green Text are headings 
 

Range Commands for Slow Fire:  
 

The range is clear; the line is no longer safe.  
You may handle your firearm in preparation for slow fire.  
Slight Pause - Check that every one looks ready. 
This will be the slow fire portion of the National match course.  
You will fire 10 rounds in 10 minutes.  
Make sure your eye and ear protection is on.  
Shooters on the line, with 5 or 10 rounds, load.  
Slight Pause 
Is the line ready?  
Slight Pause 
The line is ready. 
Slight Pause 
Ready on the right? 
Check for Problems on the Right side of the Line 
Ready on the left? 
Check for Problems on the Left side of the Line 
Ready on the firing line? (For Auto Delay turning targets, Press the Start button now) 
(3 Second Delay) If you do not have turning targets wait 3 seconds before saying FIRE 
Fire.  
Using a Stop Watch: After 10 Minutes say: Cease fire.  
 
(If all shooters are finished early ask) Is anymore time required?  
(If anyone says YES then say) Commence firing.  (If No one says YES or the Time is up - Go to next step) 
 
Cease fire. Slides back, magazines out, cylinders open, guns on the bench, empty chamber indicators in 
place. Make the line safe.  
 
(Range officer will check that all guns on the line are unloaded, and safety indicators are in place) 
The range officer will stop at any location that is not in compliance and will indicate the problem, if 
necessary order the violation be fixed, and remain there until the problem corrected before continuing on 
down the rest of the line.  After the line is 100% safe the next command will be given. 
 

The line is safe. Go forward and hang a clean timed fire target. Put your name on your target and return 
it for scoring.  
 
(After all shooters are back behind the line the Range officer will walk forward of the line to make sure 
no one else is forward of the line. If the line is clear then the range officer returns behind the line and 
gives the next command for time fire) 



Range Commands for Time Fire: 
 

FIRST STRING TIME FIRE: 
The range is clear; the line is no longer safe.  
You may handle your firearm in preparation for timed fire.  
Slight Pause - Check that every one looks ready. 
This will be the timed fire portion of the National match course.  
You will fire two five round strings, 20 seconds per string.  
Make sure your eye and ear protection is on.  
Shooters on the line, for the first string of timed fire, with 5 rounds, load.  
Slight Pause 
Is the line ready?  
Slight Pause 
The line is ready. 
Slight Pause 
Ready on the right? 
Check for Problems on the Right side of the Line 
Ready on the left? 
Check for Problems on the Left side of the Line 
Ready on the firing line? (For Auto Delay turning targets, Press the Start button now) 
(3 Second Delay) If you do not have turning targets wait 3 seconds before saying FIRE 
Fire.  
Using a Stop Watch: After 20 Seconds say: Cease fire.  
 
Cease fire.  
 Are there any alibis or re-fires?      
If there are no replies, alibis or re-fires say I see none then go to SECOND STRING TIME FIRE 
If there is an alibi then say shooters stand easy or say place you firearm on the bench until instructed.  
Range officer will inspect and determine if alibi is allowed, and the number of shots fired.  
If the alibi is NOT allowed the Range Officer will say alibi on point ## not allow. 
If the alibi is allowed the Range Officer will say the alibi on point ## is allowed.  
The alibi string will be fire after the second string of timed fire.  
 

Shooters on the line: You my re-grasp your firearms. 
 

SECOND STRING TIME FIRE: 
Shooters on the line, for the second string of timed fire, with 5 rounds, load.  
Slight Pause 
Is the line ready?  
Slight Pause 
The line is ready. 
Slight Pause 
Ready on the right? 
Check for Problems on the Right side of the Line 
Ready on the left? 
Check for Problems on the Left side of the Line 
Ready on the firing line? (For Auto Delay turning targets, Press the Start button now) 
(3 Second Delay) If you do not have turning targets wait 3 seconds before saying FIRE 
Fire.  
Using a Stop Watch: After 20 Seconds say: Cease fire.  



 
Are there any alibis or re-fires?  
 

If there is no replies, alibis or re-fires say I see none then go to ALIBIS or RE-FIRES 
If there is an alibi then say shooters stand easy or say place you firearm on the bench until instructed.  
Range officer will inspect and determine if alibi is allowed, and the number of shots fired.  
If the alibi is allowed the Range Officer will say the alibi on point ## is allowed.  
If the alibi is NOT allowed the Range Officer will say alibi on point ## not allow. 
 

ALIBIS or RE-FIRES 
If there are NO alibi or re-fire strings go to MAKE THE LINE SAFE 
If there is to be an alibi string go to THIRD STRING TIME FIRE 
 

THIRD STRING TIME FIRE 
The next string will be for the alibi shooters only. All other shooters stand easy on the line.  
Alibi Shooters on the line, for the third string of timed fire, with 5 rounds, load.  
Slight Pause 
Is the line ready?  
Slight Pause 
The line is ready. 
Slight Pause 
Ready on the right? 
Check for Problems on the Right side of the Line 
Ready on the left? 
Check for Problems on the Left side of the Line 
Ready on the firing line? (For Auto Delay turning targets, Press the Start button now) 
(3 Second Delay) If you do not have turning targets wait 3 seconds before saying FIRE 
Fire.  
Using a Stop Watch: After 20 Seconds say: Cease fire.  
 

MAKE THE LINE SAFE 
Slides back, magazines out, cylinders open, guns on the bench, empty chamber indicators in place. Make 
the line safe.  
 

IF there was an alibi string say alibi shooters please mark targets with the total number of rounds fired.  
 

(Range officer will check that all guns on the line are unloaded, and safety indicators are in place) 
The range officer will stop at any location that is not in compliance and will indicate the problem, if 
necessary order the violation be fixed, and remain there until the problem corrected before continuing on 
down the line.  After the line is 100% safe the next command will be given. 
 

The line is safe. Go forward and hang a clean rapid fire target. Put your name on your target and return 
it for scoring.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Range Commands for Rapid Fire: 
 

 
FIRST STRING TIME FIRE: 

The range is clear; the line is no longer safe.  
You may handle your firearm in preparation for rapid fire.  
Slight Pause - Check that every one looks ready. 
This will be the rapid fire portion of the National match course.  
You will fire two five round strings, 20 seconds per string.  
Make sure your eye and ear protection is on.  
Shooters on the line, for the first string of rapid fire, with 5 rounds, load.  
Slight Pause 
Is the line ready?  
Slight Pause 
The line is ready. 
Slight Pause 
Ready on the right? 
Check for Problems on the Right side of the Line 
Ready on the left? 
Check for Problems on the Left side of the Line 
Ready on the firing line? (For Auto Delay turning targets, Press the Start button now) 
(3 Second Delay) If you do not have turning targets wait 3 seconds before saying FIRE 
Fire.  
Using a Stop Watch: After 10 Seconds say: Cease fire.  
 
 
 Are there any alibis or re-fires?      
If there are no replies, alibis or re-fires say I see none then go to SECOND STRING TIME FIRE 
If there is an alibi then say shooters stand easy or say place you firearm on the bench until instructed.  
Range officer will inspect and determine if alibi is allowed, and the number of shots fired.  
If the alibi is NOT allowed the Range Officer will say alibi on point ## not allow. 
If the alibi is allowed the Range Officer will say the alibi on point ## is allowed.  
The alibi string will be fire after the second string of rapid fire.  
 

Shooters on the line: You my re-grasp your firearms. 
 

SECOND STRING TIME FIRE: 
Shooters on the line, for the second string of rapid fire, with 5 rounds, load.  
Slight Pause 
Is the line ready?  
Slight Pause 
The line is ready. 
Slight Pause 
Ready on the right? 
Check for Problems on the Right side of the Line 
Ready on the left? 
Check for Problems on the Left side of the Line 
Ready on the firing line? (For Auto Delay turning targets, Press the Start button now) 
(3 Second Delay) If you do not have turning targets wait 3 seconds before saying FIRE 
Fire.  
Using a Stop Watch: After 10 Seconds say: Cease fire.  
Are there any alibis or re-fires?  



 

If there is no replies, alibis or re-fires say I see none then go to ALIBIS or RE-FIRES 
If there is an alibi then say shooters stand easy or say place you firearm on the bench until instructed.  
Range officer will inspect and determine if alibi is allowed, and the number of shots fired.  
If the alibi is allowed the Range Officer will say the alibi on point ## is allowed.  
If the alibi is NOT allowed the Range Officer will say alibi on point ## not allow. 
 

ALIBIS or RE-FIRES 
If there are NO alibi or re-fire strings go to MAKE THE LINE SAFE 
If there is to be an alibi string go to THIRD STRING TIME FIRE 
 

THIRD STRING TIME FIRE 
The next string will be for the alibi shooters only. All other shooters stand easy on the line.  
Alibi Shooters on the line, for the third string of rapid fire, with 5 rounds, load.  
Slight Pause 
Is the line ready?  
Slight Pause 
The line is ready. 
Slight Pause 
Ready on the right? 
Check for Problems on the Right side of the Line 
Ready on the left? 
Check for Problems on the Left side of the Line 
Ready on the firing line? (For Auto Delay turning targets, Press the Start button now) 
(3 Second Delay) If you do not have turning targets wait 3 seconds before saying FIRE 
Fire.  
Using a Stop Watch: After 10 Seconds say: Cease fire.  
 

MAKE THE LINE SAFE 
Slides back, magazines out, cylinders open, empty chamber indicators in place, guns in your box, Clear 
the Benches and Make the line safe.  
 

IF there was an alibi string say alibi shooters please mark targets with the total number of rounds fired.  
 

(Range officer will check that all guns on the line are unloaded, and safety indicators are in place) 
The range officer will stop at any location that is not in compliance and will indicate the problem, if 
necessary order the violation be fixed, and remain there until the problem corrected before continuing on 
down the line.  After the line is 100% safe the next command will be given. 
 

The line is safe. Go forward and hang a clean slow fire target. Put your name on your target and return it 
for scoring.  
All new shooters coming to the line: do not open your boxes until the command to open them is given. 
 
 


